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It was early 1960, I had finished my apprenticeship 
and there was some thing  nagging me.  My home town of 
Collie was slowly dying, ( Coal mining town 100 miles south 
of Perth Ed ), there was no work, and the Collie boys were 
exerting their influence all over the state.  Just shout Collie 
and you could get a beer or a brawl in any pub in the country.  
I had  moved to Perth and transferred my apprenticeship to an 
engineering company making mining machinery. 

Cars were still expensive, Holdens had taken a prize 
position in the motoring world and what we now call the FX 
was a land mark.  I had bought what I was told was a 52 model 
which turned out not to be but a 1949 ( no 7  built in the 
Mosman plant in Perth.  So it hadn’t gone far!).  It looked ok, 
needed a bit of work but it was a Holden ( there was no redress 
or warranties those days).  We had all played with cars and 
motorbikes so a bit of attention was routine. 

My elder sister was somewhere in the middle of NSW 
with her husband rabbit trapping.  She had two small children 
and mum had received a letter that was confusing if not 
disturbing.  Mum was worried,  there were few phones and no 
emails to jump on.  Was this was my excuse, justification or 
spirit of adventure. Lots of stories circulated about motoring 
across the Nullarbor.  A family friend had done it in a Ford A 
in the 30’s,  another friend had arrived recently in a stock 
Austin A40 with nothing to report. So many stories abounded 
as to the preparation for this arduous trip.  I mounted two tool 
boxes on the front bumper to balance the weight a bit, and the 

rest in the boot along with all the spares I had accumulated and 
three four gallon petrol cans on the back seat, waved goodbye   
to Perth and set off.  I had some money but not much, food 
was what I could get and sleeping was the car or a grassy 
copse. 

Those days the bitumen finished at Norseman, the traffic 
was mainly trucks, the road surface wide but rough and 
corrugated. 

The  Perth Express !!  Ray Gillelands overloaded Albion 
on the Nullarbor . Note lug tyres and no mudguards . Looks 
like he is shooting a bit of tucker . Transport Hall of Fame web 

  

THE “Y” CHRONICLES    
  By   Phil Randall. 

Or how I got there  - JUST  

 Phil Randall favours us with another story of his earlier days about the 
challenges of driving 4,000 km  across the country against all odds in “Australia's 
Own Car “  , and then most recently finding out  just how special his old  car really 
was with a little bit of help from Holden Historians . 

Phils Holden loaded up for the trip with  roof painted white and tool boxes on the front bumper   

Phil Randall pic 
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Trucks threw up so much rockery that it was advisable 
to stop. You couldn’t see for dust anyway.  The underside of 
the car was looking quite clean after the continuous sand 
blasting. 

I had near new tyres.  Petrol was 
available most of the time but not reliably, 
hence the cans. It was typical to see only one 
or two other motorists per day and waving 
was expected.  

It must have been about three days 
and largely uneventful as I don’t remember a 
great deal, petrol was available from local 
sheep stations at exurbanite prices as was food and 
accommodation if you wanted it.   I think I just went dirty. At 
one stage the speedometer needle started to flutter until it 
drove me to distraction, I crawled underneath and 

disconnected it. 
Speedo Cable on the old 
Eyre Highway I found this 
pic when trawling the 
internet for suitable 
images .Could it be Phil's ?  
Ed 
The road conditions varied 
between rough and rougher 
and this was my  first 
association with bulldust. For 

those who have not experienced the stuff it is an education. 
Some sections of the dry dusty road surface is made up of very 
fine particles like flour or cement and it looks like a sagging 
mattress and flows like water.  It can be from a few inches to 
feet deep with an unknown bottom and in this instance only 
about 30 metres long.  It is like  hitting floodwaters,  but with 
out the bulk, the dust fans up into the air like a bow wave, with 
two sheets like dorsal fins rising from the gap between 

mudguard and bonnet, and settles again like you hadn’t been 
there except for the car full of dust if the windows are open. 

 I had a friend to catch up with at Iron Knob and some 
running repairs, he remarked on how dirty the car was. They 
had had rain and I found myself in a rut full of water in second 
gear, a passenger in my own car hugging the steering wheel 
and going where the rut wanted to go, with muddy water 
raining down on top of me, barely able to see and being too 
frightened to stop.  After what seemed like miles I popped out 
of the rut and carried on like it had never been there.  My 
friend was glad to see me and we spent a day or two shooting 
rabbits, drinking and catching up with the gossip from home.  
One of the brake cylinders was leaking and I did a polish up 
job with electric drill and emery.  I had done it before and it 
worked ok. 

My sister was in Condobolin, I chose to go North East 
via Broken Hill, many more miles of gravel but I was getting 
more comfortable being in a bit more  civilised area.  
Somewhere after 
Peterborough my 
forward motion 
stopped with just 
enough momentum 
to get safely off the 
road.  I had broken 
an axle, I had the 
tools, I removed the 
axles and noted that 
one axle was broken 
off in the diff. 
Typical axle broken 
at the diff end . 
Note the 45 degree 
break typical of torsional failure . Try it with a piece of 
chalk. I was resourceful and prided myself in managing to get 

Bull Dust about Bull Dust Trawling the internet for pics of Bull Dust most of what I found was Bull  five haitch 
one tee.It appears most people though 
it is that very fine red dust that billows 
up into the air obscuring everything 
when you pass over it . Well in my 
book it is white dust that behaves 
much like water  splashing out then 
running back down the windscreen like 
riverlets of water as Phil says . Here 
lies the trouble it flows back into the 
hole it came from obscuring it ready 
for the next person to crash into it and 
wreck his car. This behavior makes me 
think it is more like much miniature 
smooth glass marbles that self level. 
    This dramatic internet pic illistrates 
the point  Totally out of control and 
about to turn over his carevan as he is 
caught out by the depth of the hole . 
You can see how the white bull dust 
has not strayed far from it’s hole while 
the red is blowing away.  Warwick 
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the piece out with a bit of farmers wire ( a pity, but that’s life). 
I caught a passing school bus to Peterborough  and purchased 
a second-hand axle complete with bearing.  I walked to the 
end of town and managed to get a lift with two young blokes 
in a new customline.   “You are wasting your time mate, there 
will be no wheels left when you get back”.   But there it was as 
I had left it.  We followed each other to Broken Hill, it was 
late, the fuel stations were shut and I continued on my own 
without enough petrol. The following morning I had to buy 
some from a nice farmers wife who was horrified that I was 
travelling alone. 

Meanwhile I had noted another problem.  Every now 
and again the differential made a squeaking jamming noise 
like there was something loose inside. I chose to continue to 
Condobolin.  You won’t believe this of course, but I carried a 
spare diff centre. 

Condobolin was not that big those days,  but how do 
you find a stray rabbiter?.  I asked at the local butcher and 
service station, bingo, direction received.  I arrived at a tiny 
bush shack with diff grinding to the greatest welcoming  smile 
I have ever seen. 

Things were much as I had imagined in that there was 
my sister and husband with two very small children and 8 
months pregnant ( that bit was a surprise).  My arrival was 
opportune, husband wanted out and I produced the 
opportunity.  What to do,  I didn’t consider that driving back 
to Perth with sister and kids was a practical option due to the 
thought of a breakdown on the Nullarbor , as she was so close 
to due.  I didn’t have the  money to send them home and 
Sydney was closer, and we had some family there. 

I replaced the differential, the broken axle had not 
broken cleanly and there was a myriad of metal particles that 
were now shiny flat flakes after passing through the pinion and 
crown wheel. A severely damaged crown wheel and pinion 

internet pic  
         The 
decision had 
to be made,  I  
loaded up 
sister, kids 
and all their 
gear, waved 
goodbye to 
my brother in 
law  and set 
out for 

Sydney.  The car was already heavy with all my gear. The 
back seat was now full and the kids took up residence on the 
rear parcel shelf.  The car performed well enough and we 
made good time until I sensed loosing brakes. I had broken a 
back spring and had some how 
damaged the pipe on the diff housing 
that feed one of the back wheel 
brakes.  I managed some makeshift 
repairs to blank off the wheel and 
strap the spring together with farmers 
wire and one of my tyre levers   
(Farmers!  the holy grail! ). 

Typical leave spring  splint 
with a tyre lever  Internet pic 

Some how at Lithgow I managed to take the 
Richmond Rd, 
I have since 
used the road 
and can’t place 
the straight 
section that I 
remember 
quite so 
vividly. It was 
long and down 
hill with a cliff 
on one side 
and a drop off 
on the other, 
and I had both 
feet on the 
brake pedal 
and was 
looking for a 
soft spot for a 
forced landing. Phil's road between Richmond and Lithgow 
One of my party tricks was to go back to first gear at 35mph! 
no! too risky. However, we made it and found our way into 
Sydney. A policeman stopped us for going through a red light, 
he had seen the WA plates of course,   I told him I was a bit 
confused.  He looked at me, then my sister and then the two 
kids on the parcel shelf, wished us luck and rode off. 

We managed to find temporary accommodation by 
posing as man and wife and found  a flat,  I found a job as a 
toolmaker in the next week on pretty good wages  making 
extrusion dies.  A bit later my  sister went to a lost women's 
home for the birth, and the child was given up for adoption.        
(They were reunited many years later).  I am not sure why, but 
the husband turned up and the five of us found a flat to get us 
going and decide what the future held.  It didn’t work well, 
and we went our separate ways. 

The FX was a 
continuing source of  attention 
by inquisitive coppers and I 
needed to keep it running.  At 
some stage I had a water leak in 
the cooling system and fixed it 
with “Bars Leak”.  Great stuff 
but not forever. The leak was in 
the welsh plug in the back of 
the head, and I really didn’t 
want to take off the head, so I 
cut a hole in the fire wall and 
fixed it from there.            The troublesome core plug  

    More party tricks, the WA  Plates were 
like a magnet and I was often required to 
prove it was my car.  I would recite the 
engine number to a very “Oh!! Yeah!” 
Police officer who immediately requested 
the bonnet up, the torch out of the boot and 
a bit of old rag.  Then with a “hmmff” 
wiping the grease off his fingers would 
disappear. 
 I stayed in Sydney for the next year 
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toolmaking and generally amusing myself with a bunch of Queenslanders I had met. By now the car was too rusty to re-
register and I traded it in on a FE.  ( rusted out front floors and lower sections of the front door pillars ) 

Siss and family returned to WA.  I didn’t see my sister for a year or so after.  She is alive and well,  mother to seven 
children with countless grandies.  He is deceased.                        Phil R. 
Now you might think that is the end of the story but  the final chapter did not play out till the end of 2020    Warwick Bryce  

     As some readers will know your editor has a 
special interest in Holdens having worked in their 
Engineering department for 35 years and 
subsequently becoming involved in the historical 
side of things.  
   I found Phil's adventures crossing the country in 
one of the first Holdens over roads that were very 
rudimentary and suffering a series of breakdowns 
and the  subsequent need to improvise repairs or 
enlist help an interesting commentary on early 
motoring in Australia . Also I  could relate to it 
being extensively involved in testing later models at 
the Proving Ground and Outback Australia to make 
sure they were up to the customers expectations. 
 A number of things in his story  stuck in my mind . 
     He mention that the car’s only identification was 
7 stamped on the front frame tag and what did this 
mean ?  Secondly that he could remember  the engine number starting with W which did not tally with any factory records. 
Then there was the rego number. In WA it should tell you which district it came from but it was not the original . Finally that 
he was told it was made in 1952  by the used car salesman which he did not believe. The identity of the car all started to look a 
bit suspect to me ! 
        I started a bit of investigation first consulting Don Loffler’s book “she’s a beauty”  The story of the first Holdens which 
has a section on identifications . It appears all early Holden bodies were built in Woodville S.A. and had a plate fitted to the 
firewall, giving vehicle specs, body build serial number and  the year built, before being shipped to the various assembly 
plants around Australia. Unfortunately Phil's car did not have such a plate .  
   Secondly as the car came down the assembly line where body, engine and front frame were united a tag  was fitted to the 
front frame rail that gave the year followed by a sequential build number and a letter identifying the city of the assembly plant.  

A typical example, from Don Loffler's book, of a correct Chassis tag on a front 
frame.   Adding to the mystery Phil maintains his tag had just a plain 7  He is 
sure if it had 00 etc in front he would have remembered not missing the opportunity 
to tell everyone he had James Bond s car. Without the rest of the number it could 
be any one of about 10 different cars as  the sequential number was supposed to be 
reset at each plant each year so which No 7 ?  Referring to Holden books we could 
rule out prototype No7 as there was only 5 cars. Pilot car No 7  could be an 
exciting possibility  as this was eventually sold second hand to the public with 
reworked engine after testing but it was the wrong colour.  

 As for the engine number  Phil still remembered it started with a W . Help was then sort from Holden Historian Norm Darwin 
who then put me in contact with Holden engine expert Mike Bell in W.A. Mike advises no factory original or replacement 
engines had W in the number further adding to the mystery but  WP were engine numbers stamped on by W. A. Police if an 
engine had no factory number. This could only legitimately occur if the engine was built up out of spare parts usually from a 
block and fitted pistons. Phil advises the engine was in very good condition when he got it. 
 The last resort was the Rego number UFK 749. After paying a fee I was told this number was no longer assigned , well I 
knew that ! Luckily Phil remembered when he got the car the rego started with W which was Wagin in the Wheatlands of 
W.A. which incidentally had very salty soil. By now I was stumped and gave up hope of solving the identity. 
As a last resort I got directly on to author Don Loffler and he was able to suggest the car could have been the 7 th off the line 
at Mosman Park, Perth and built in January 1949 as it is known they initially got the stamping system wrong . That still leaves 
the puzzle  why the used cars salesman claimed it was 1952. It is likely he stretched the truth as far as he dared because at the 
end of 1952 production changed over to an improved suspension that included a Front Cross Member which was unofficially 
designated F X  by the Holden Drawing Office and readily identified by looking under the car. That leaves the non original 
engine, obviously the car had a few adventures that we will never know about before those with Phil ! 
    Phil's story is a great insight into motoring of the day and interestingly enough he considers he got a good run out of the car 
considering the conditions of the day and the quality of the competition .  
     I will be good to get his story on the record as a statement of the times    Warwick Bryce  
                   Acknowledgement Norm Darwin, Don Loffler, Mike Bell , Phil Randall 

JUST    HOLDEN’     TOGETHER  

Phil and old No 7  
 
     Photo from Phil Randall  
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New Track Open  
 A big effort has been put into getting the railway 
changed over to the new Western boundary alignment for 
the rally . With the new level crossing in , a new platform 
up the top and fences erected this phase of development 
is virtually complete thanks to a huge push by members 
including some not usually too involved with the train 
particularly Aaron , Peter and Warwick 
    Next will be altering track layout in the railway yard 
and concentrating on ways to get a couple of locos in 
steam.  
  In the mean time the new Diesel loco under construction 
is not too far off it’s first test run ‘ 

Hamish , Katy and Rob concreting in posts for the new 
Clydesdale station on a very hot day . 

 
The End of an Era 
   Derek Moore snr’s  1903 Fowler traction engine No 9709 
finally departed for Queensland  almost a year after being sold 
at auction to a steamy in Queensland .  
 The engine came to the club along time ago under the 
ownership of Des Lang who has been a member since the 
early 1970’s  and was sold on to Derek Moore snr  who owned 
it for many years . It was sold by his estate last April . 

The Fowler being loaded  for departure for 
Queensland now restrictions have been eased . The canopy  
had to be removed being overheight it is quite historic in itself 
being the roof from a Melbourne cable tram .   
Toilet Upgrade  
    Significant work has been done on upgrading our toilet 
block partly in 
response to the covid 
situation. This has 
included painting the 
floors,  putting in new 
lighting,  fixing the 
plumbing and 
upgrading the basins 
including hot water. 
Also going in is towel 
dispensers and hand 
sanitizing  and regular 
cleaning by an outside 
contractor.  Thanks to 
Adrian Anderson for 
using his skills as a 
Facilities manager to 
champion all this.  

The End of an Era  

Using the turntable to 
turn the train for running 
anticlockwise on the new 
track . 
   After oiling the 
turntable now swings 
freely . 
    Note weeds in turntable 
are still on the rally job 
list.  
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                   Boiler Flue 
  Peter and Aaron Morris lifting the Farrar boiler flue into position 

with their fantastic Mecalac crane. Aaron is driving and communicates with 
Peter, (his Dad), using mobile phones and a loudspeaker in the cabin. 
Have a look at all the number of hydraulic rams that give the jib enough 
articulation to put the cage on the roof. They have safety harnesses in the cage.   
Aaron fitted the extension jib to give the extra height, and told me he had another 
extension if needed. 
Peter drove the 20 tonne crane over in case the Mecalac couldn't reach, a great 
job and they made it look easy. 
A huge thankyou to Peter and Aaron from Ian Stewart and the Lyttelton Crew. 
Bill McRobb  

An Early Rally  
 The Fowler 9709 at MSTEC Rally 
Wantirna 1983 taken by Peter 
Zerbe  alongside Moore’s portable engine 
and steam kitchen . 

Getting ready for the SteamFest.           Rally Layout   

Face Painting   

Emergency Exit  


